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Next-Level Storytelling 
Tactics for Nonprofits

Let’s Go Beyond the Basics Together!
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This is being recorded. Our webinars are 
all recorded for future reference and 
placed into a special Resources section of 
all these workshops.

We will be taking questions. We want this 
to be an actionable resource for your 
organization, so please use the Q&A!

There’s no one-size-fits-all approach. 
We’ll learn about some general 
storytelling techniques, rules, 
approaches, but use what works for you!

You’re invited to Generosity Xchange. It’s a 
two-day virtual conference, and we’d love 
to see you there.



Where nonprofit professionals 
and ideas meet

General Admission + 
Premium Tickets Available



Abby Jarvis
Neon One
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● 9+ years in the nonprofit 
technology industry

● Writer, speaker, and researcher

● Lots of content marketing 
experience you can draw on

● I tell stories outside of work, too!



Overview

What You’ll Learn:

■ A storytelling formula you can use to 
outline your stories quickly and effectively

■ How to come up with stories regardless of 
your mission

■ Ideas for sourcing real-life stories

■ Ethical storytelling strategies

■ Tips for sharing (and re-sharing) stories
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Why is Storytelling Important?



Do you have a good feel for why storytelling is 
important in fundraising?
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Stories Are Important

Humans are hardwired to respond well 
to stories. Storytelling achieves a few 
key fundraising goals:

● Speaks to donors’ desire to help 
real people

● Connects donors to the people 
they’ll help

● Signals to donors that their money 
will be well-used
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The Basic Storytelling Structure
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Establish your character! This should be 
someone (or something!) with whom 
your donors can connect emotionally

● A person
● An animal
● A mascot



The Basic Storytelling Structure
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The Basic Storytelling Structure
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Character encounters your 
organization

Character Intro

Character’s story and 
circumstances Character’s circumstances 

are improved

Call for donor involvement



Tips for Finding Stories to Tell
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This is probably the most common source for 
nonprofit stories!

● Identify success stories

● Make sure you ask clients to share stories in 
their own words

● Invite them to review the story you write 
before you share it

● Clients don’t always have to be the one 
directly receiving your services: it could also 
be family members, friends, etc.

Finding Stories: Talk to Clients
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Your volunteers are the boots-on-the-ground 
workers making your mission a reality. Try asking:

● What made you get involved?

● Why is this work important to you?

● What’s your favorite part of volunteering?

● What’s your favorite example of this 
organization making a difference?

Finding Stories: Talk to Volunteers
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Tell powerful stories AND get your board more 
engaged with development! Try asking:

● What made you decide to get involved?

● Why is this mission important to you and 
the community?

● What’s your dream for the future of this 
organization?

● What’s your favorite story from your time on 
the board?

Finding Stories: Talk to Your Board
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If you want to appeal to your donors’ motivations, 
who better to talk to than another donor? Try 
asking:

● What made you decide to make your first gift?

● Why do you continue to give?

● Why is this work important to you?

● Why should others get involved?

Finding Stories: Talk to Your Loyal Donors
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You can tell stories from other perspectives, too! 
Ask yourself:

● Can your staff or leadership tell stories 
about their work?

● Can you tell a story from the perspective of 
an animal you helped?

● Do you have a mascot or character you 
could use?

Finding Stories: Think About Other Approaches



Ethical Storytelling



How to Tell Stories Ethically

There’s been an uptick in conversations 
happening around how nonprofits can 
share stories ethically.

What does “ethical storytelling” mean to 
you?
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How to Tell Stories Ethically
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Character

Donor



How to Tell Stories Ethically

Unethical storytelling:

● “Others” the characters a donor is trying 
to help

● Makes characters one-dimensional

● Tokenizes characters

● Makes the donor a “savior,” not a partner

● Doesn’t give agency to the characters

● Doesn’t acknowledge the characters’ 
inherent dignity

● Exploits the characters21
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How to Tell Stories Ethically
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Character Donor



How to Tell Stories Ethically
Tips for ethical storytelling:

● Focus on your character as a nuanced, 
dignified human being with agency

● Position your organization, community, 
and donors as partners who work with 
WITH your clients

● Get your client/character actively 
involved in the process and let them see 
the story before you use it

● Pay attention to the language you use

● Focus on success and growth, not 
desperation or need
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How to Tell Stories Ethically

Tips for storytelling when privacy is a concern:

● Create composite characters that 
represent your client base

● Let people share stories anonymously

● Support anonymized or composite 
characters with thoughtfully-chosen 
photography: look at HONY as an 
example of how you can do this!

● Share stories from other perspectives 
instead: tap volunteers, board members, 
etc. for stories
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Get The Most Out of Your Stories



Build Stories with Resharing in Mind

Intentionally craft your story (and any 
supporting elements) with the understanding 
that you’ll be sharing and resharing it on 
multiple channels.

● First, write your story in a blog post

● Then, create different assets in different 
formats to support your story
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💡 Multiple pictures

💡 Long-form videos

💡 Short-form videos

💡 Infographics

💡 Animated .gifs

💡 What else?



Embrace Resharing (and Even Re-Resharing)
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If you aren’t resharing your stories, you’re 
making extra work for yourself.

● The average email open rate is 25.2% of 
your list (Nonprofit Times)

● The average reach for an organic 
Facebook post is 5.2% of your fans 
(Hootsuite)

● The average reach on Instagram is:

○ 8.4% on stories and 26.6% on feed 
posts (<10k followers)

○ 5.4% on stories and 25.1% on feed 
posts (10k-50k followers)

○ Even lower for orgs with >50k!



Embrace Resharing (and Even Re-Resharing)
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Your challenge is to:

● Reshare your story so it’s seen by people 
who missed it…

● …In a way that isn’t boring or annoying to 
those who have already seen it

The different assets you created earlier will 
come in handy. Here are some additional story 
resharing tips.



How to Reshare Your Stories: Social Media
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Social media leaves lots of room to get creative 
with your storytelling. Once you have your story 
established, try:

● Serializing it

● Sharing quotes or excerpts

● Writing and posting short summaries

For each post, link back to your article so 
people can read more.



How to Reshare Your Stories: Social Media
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Boost your reach on social channels by:

● Spending a few dollars to boost 
high-performing posts

● Resharing high-performing posts with 
additional commentary or related 
conversation starters

● Using high-performing posts as a 
template for future posts, including the 
day of the week and time of day you 
shared them



How to Reshare Your Stories: Donor Communications
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You can also use the same story in:

● Newsletters
○ Post a snippet or synopsis of your 

story, then link to the full article

● New Appeals
○ After you’ve shared how donors’ 

support made your character’s life 
easier, invite your readers to get 
involved by making a gift

● Impact updates
○ Tell past donors how their gift 

directly impacted your character



Questions?
(I have something for you on the next slide!)
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